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Abstract We study the combined impact of heterogeneous advection and mobile-
immobile mass transfer on non-Fickian transport using the continuous time ran-
dom walk (CTRW) approach. The CTRW models solute transport in heteroge-
neous media as a random walk in space and time. Our study is based on a d–
dimensional CTRW model that accounts for both heterogeneous advection and
mass transfer between mobile and immobile zones, to which we also refer as so-
lute trapping. The flow heterogeneity is mapped into the distribution of advec-
tive transition times over a characteristic heterogeneity scale. Mass transfer into
immobile zones is quantified by a trapping rate and the distribution of particle
return times. The total particle transition time over a characteristic heterogene-
ity scale then is given by the advective time and the sum of trapping times over
the number of trapping events. We establish explicit integro-partial differential
equations for the evolution of the concentration and discuss the relation to the
multirate mass transfer (MRMT) approach, specifically the relation between the
trapping time distribution and the memory function. We then analyze the sig-
natures of anomalous transport due to advective heterogeneity and trapping in
terms of spatial moments and first passage times or breakthrough curves. The
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behaviors for different disorder scenarios are analyzed analytically and through
random walk particle tracking simulations. Assuming that advective mass transfer
is faster than diffusive, we identify three regimes of distinct transport behaviors,
which are separated by the characteristic trapping rate and trapping times. (1) At
early times we identify a preasymptotic time regime that is fully determined by
advective heterogeneity and which is characterized by superlinear growth of lon-
gitudinal dispersion. (2) For longitudinal dispersion, we identify an intermediate
regime of strong superlinear diffusion. This regime is determined by the combined
effect of advective heterogeneity and trapping. (3) At larger time, the asymptotic
trapping-driven regime shows the signatures of diffusion in immobile zones, which
leads to both sub and super-linear dispersion. These results shed some new light
on the mechanism of non-Fickian transport and their manifestation in spatial and
temporal solute distributions.
Keywords Continuous time random walk · Multirate mass transfer · Anomalous
transport · Stochastic modeling
1 Introduction
Solute transport in highly heterogeneous porous media is characterized by features
that do not conform to advection-dispersion models characterized by equivalent
transport parameters. This has been observed from pore to field-scale under forced
and natural flow conditions. The non-Fickian character is manifest for example
in non-linear growth of solute dispersion, forward and backward tails in spatial
tracer distributions (Koch and Brady, 1988; Adams and Gelhar, 1992; Moroni
and Cushman, 2001; Levy and Berkowitz, 2003; Holzner et al., 2015), and in
the occurrence of heavy-tailed solute breakthrough curves and first passage time
distributions (Hatano and Hatano, 1998; Haggerty et al., 2000, 2001; Berkowitz
et al., 2001; Becker and Shapiro, 2003; Cortis and Berkowitz, 2004; Gouze et al.,
2008a; Kang et al., 2015). Anomalous dispersion behaviors have been observed in
a wide range of physical and biological systems (Metzler et al., 2014). Methods
and models to explain and quantify such anomalous behaviors include moment
equations (Neuman and Zhang, 1990; Morales-Casique et al., 2006) and projector
methods (Cushman et al., 1994), as well as space and time fractional advection-
dispersion equations (Benson et al., 2000; Cushman and Ginn, 2000; Schumer
et al., 2003).
In this paper, we focus on the continuous time random walk (CTRW) and mul-
tirate mass transfer (MRMT) approaches for the modeling of anomalous transport.
Both approaches are similar in nature in the sense that anomalous transport fea-
tures are related to distributions of characteristic mass transfer time scales which
renders the governing equations for solute concentrations non-local in time.
The CTRW approach models transport in heterogeneous media through a ran-
dom walk in both space and time. The time increment can be related to the
advective or diffusive transition times over a characteristic heterogeneity scale as
well as to the time a particle is trapped or immobilized. The CTRW framework
developed by Scher and Lax (1973) based on the model of Montroll and Weiss
(1965) has found broad applications for the modeling of history-dependent dy-
namics in fluctuating and disordered systems ranging from the dispersion of light
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in disordered optical media (Barthelemy et al., 2008) to the movement of single
molecules in living cells (Barkai et al., 2012), among many others (Klafter and
Sokolov, 2005). In the 1990s Harvey Scher and Brian Berkowitz realized that the
CTRW provides a natural framework for the understanding and quantification
of anomalous transport in heterogeneous fractured and porous media (Berkowitz
and Scher, 1995, 1997). Since then the CTRW has been used as an upscaling and
average transport framework to quantitatively understand flow and transport pro-
cesses in geological media (Berkowitz et al., 2006) and has shed light on the origins
and mechanisms of non-Fickian transport from the pore (Bijeljic and Blunt, 2006;
Cortis et al., 2004; de Anna et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2014; Holzner et al., 2015) to
the Darcy (Dentz and Castro, 2009; Le Borgne et al., 2008b; Edery et al., 2014)
and catchment scale (Scher et al., 2002).
The MRMT approach is based on a multicontinuum concept (Barenblatt et al.,
1960) that represents a highly heterogeneous porous or fractured medium by a mo-
bile continuum and a suite of immobile continua, which communicate through lin-
ear mass transfer mechanisms such as diffusion or first-order rate processes (Mal-
oszewski and Zuber, 1985; Roth and Jury, 1993; Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995;
Carrera et al., 1998; Haggerty et al., 2000). The medium heterogeneity is encoded
in the memory function, which reflects the mass transfer mechanisms, diffusion or
slow advection and linear kinetic adsorption reactions, for example, and the ge-
ometry and heterogeneity of the immobile regions (Zinn et al., 2004; Gouze et al.,
2008b; Willmann et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2014). It has been shown that MRMT
can be modeled within the CTRW framework through mapping the memory func-
tion onto the distribution of transition times (Dentz and Berkowitz, 2003; Schumer
et al., 2003; Berkowitz et al., 2008). More specifically, the trapping process can
be modeled within the CTRW framework as a compound Poisson process (Mar-
golin et al., 2003; Benson and Meerschaert, 2009; Dentz et al., 2012, 2015). This
means that trapping events occur at constant rate, which renders the number of
trapping events during a given time interval a Poisson process. The distribution
of trapping times can be related directly to the memory function of MRMT, in
fact, it is given by its derivative. advective heterogeneity and solute trapping into
immobile zones represent two mechanisms that can lead to anomalous transport
as expressed through non-Gaussian spatial and temporal distributions and non-
linear evolution of spatial moments (Haggerty et al., 2000; Becker and Shapiro,
2003; Kang et al., 2015). It is often not clear how to separate these mechanisms
and their impact on large scale transport because of their similar manifestation
in the transport behavior. These questions have been approached in Kang et al.
(2015) and Dentz et al. (2015) in the analysis of solute breakthrough curves in
radial tracer tests. Here we set-up a CTRW model that represents explicitly het-
erogeneous advection and solute trapping in d–dimensional heterogeneous media,
in order to systematically study the manifestation of these different mechanisms
on spatial and temporal large scale transport characteristics. This allows to dis-
criminate between advective and trapping mechanisms and quantify them from
observations of anomalous transport. Furthermore, the formulation of MRMT in
terms of CTRW give some new insight in to the relation of the trapping process
and the mass transfer processes encoded by the memory function.
The next section describes the general CTRW framework and the specific
implementation of advective heterogeneity and solute trapping. It discusses the
equivalence to the MRMT approach and analyzes the relation between memory
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function, trapping rate and the distribution of trapping times. Section 3 defines
the observables that are analyzed, namely the center of mass and dispersion of a
solute distribution as well as the distribution of first passage times. We also visu-
alize spatial solute distributions in d = 1 and d = 2 dimensions. Section 4 studies
the temporal evolution of the spatial concentration moments and the behavior of
the first passage time distributions for different heterogeneity scenarios.
2 Continuous Time Random Walk
The CTRW models particle movements in a heterogeneous environment as a ran-
dom walk in space and time such that the particle position xn and tn after n
random walk steps are given by the stochastic recursion
xn+1 = xn + ξn, tn+1 = tn + τn, (1)
where ξn and τn are random spatial and temporal increments, respectively. The
stochastic dynamics of the heterogeneous system are mapped into the joint prob-
ability density function (PDF) of the random space and time increment ψ(ξ, τ),
which is at the heart of the CTRW approach. The particle distribution, or equiva-
lently concentration distribution c(x, t) is given in terms of the space-time particle
trajectories as
c(x, t) = 〈δ[x− xnt ]〉, (2)
where the angular brackets denote the average over all particles; nt = sup(n|tn ≤ t)
is the number of steps needed to reach time t. In order to derive the governing
equations for c(x, t), we follow Scher and Lax (1973) and consider Rn(x, t) =
〈δ(x−xn)δ(t−tn)〉, the joint density of particle position and times after n random
walk steps. Note that the space-time random walk (1) is a Markov process in
the step number n. Thus, its density Rn(x, t) satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov
equation
Rn+1(x, t) =
∫
dx′
t∫
0
dt′ψ(x− x′, t− t′)Rn(x′, t′). (3)
Note that the particle distribution c(x, t) measures the probability that a particle
is at position x at time t for any number of random walk steps. Thus, we define
now the quantity R(x, t) =
∑∞
n=0Rn(x, t), which denotes the probability per time
that the particle has just arrived at a position x at time t after any number of
steps. It is now evident that c(x, t) is constituted by the number of particles that
have just arrived at position x and the ones that have arrived at an earlier time
t′ and have not finished the transition to the next position in space, or in other
words, the transition time to any other position x is larger than t− t′. The latter
is given by
Φ(t− t′) =
∞∫
t−t′
dτψ(τ), (4)
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where ψ(τ) =
∫
dxψ(x, τ) is the transition time PDF. Thus, the governing equa-
tion for c(x, t) can be written as
c(x, t) =
t∫
0
dt′R(x, t′)Φ(t− t′), (5)
which is complemented by the equation for R(x, t) as given by summation of (3),
R(x, t) = R0(x, t) +
∫
dx′
t∫
0
dt′ψ(x− x′, t− t′)R(x′, t′). (6)
The initial condition of the CTRW is denoted by R0(x, t) = 〈δ(x − x0)〉δ(t −
t0). Equations (5) and (6) can be combined into the generalized Master equa-
tion (Kenkre et al., 1973)
dc(x, t)
dt
=
∫
dx′
t∫
0
dt′K(x− x′, t− t′) [c(x′, t′)− c(x, t′)] , (7)
where the memory kernel K(x, t) is defined in Laplace space (Abramowitz and
Stegun, 1972) as
K∗(x, λ) = λψ
∗(x, λ)
1− ψ∗(λ) . (8)
Here and in the following, the Laplace variable is denoted by λ, Laplace trans-
formed quantities are marked by an asterisk.
Scher and Lax (1973) developed this theory based on the CTRW model of Mon-
troll and Weiss (1965) to quantify stochastic transport in disordered solids. Since
then, it has found a wide range of applications in the modeling of the history-
dependent dynamics in fluctuating and disordered systems (Klafter and Sokolov,
2005). Most notably, the CTRW framework has been used for the understand-
ing and quantification of non-Fickian transport in heterogeneous fractured and
porous media in the seminal works of Berkowitz and Scher (1995) and Berkowitz
and Scher (1997). In this context the transition time τ of a solute particle is related
kinematically to the transition length ` = |ξ| through the particle velocity v as
τ = `/v as discussed in the following.
In the following sections, we will make use of this CTRW framework to model
two distinct mechanisms that enhance non-Fickian transport. First, we will con-
sider heterogeneous advection which arises because of the heterogeneity of the
hydraulic conductivity field. The second process that we are going to discuss is
the trapping of solutes that describes mass exchange between mobile and immo-
bile phase, as well as linear kinetic adsorption reactions (Roth and Jury, 1993;
Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995; Carrera et al., 1998).
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2.1 Heterogeneous Advection
We consider now purely advective transport in a heterogeneous velocity field u(x).
The particle trajectory is described by the advection equation
dx(t)
dt
= v(t), (9)
where v(t) = u[x(t)] denotes the Lagrangian particle velocity. The distance s(t)
and the time t(s) travelled along a streamline can be written as
ds(t)
dt
= v[s(t)],
dt(s)
ds
=
1
vs(s)
, (10)
where vs(s) = v[t(s)] and vs(s) = |vs(s)| is the velocity along the streamline. It has
been shown for flow in pore and Darcy scale heterogeneous porous and fractured
media media (Berkowitz and Scher, 1997; Benke and Painter, 2003; Le Borgne
et al., 2008b; Kang et al., 2011; de Anna et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2014, 2015)
that particle velocities measured equidistantly along particle trajectories form a
Markov process. Thus, the streamwise velocities can be characterized by their
steady state distribution and a transition probability (Le Borgne et al., 2008a).
For distances larger than the correlation length `c along the streamline (Kang
et al., 2015), subsequent particle velocities can be considered independent. Thus,
by coarse graining the particle movement on a scale ∆s larger or equal to the
correlation distance `c, we can write the equations of motion of solute particle as
xn+1 = xn + `cωn, tn+1 = tn +
`c
vn
, (11)
where ωn = vn/|v| is the orientation of the streamwise velocity vn = vs(sn). We
assume that the mean velocity is aligned with the 1–direction of the coordinate
system. Thus, we consider ωn as a random vector whose average is 〈ω〉 = e1
where e1 is the unit vector in 1–direction. Berkowitz and Scher (1997) have shown
that particle transport in random fracture networks can be described by a CTRW
in terms of the PDF of streamwise particle velocities. The streamwise velocities
vn are fully characterized by the one-point PDF pv(v). Under ergodic conditions
pv(v) is related to the Eulerian velocity PDF through flux weighting [Dentz et al.,
unpublished]. Furthermore, it has been shown (e.g., Fiori et al., 2007; Cvetkovic
et al., 2014; Edery et al., 2014) that low flow velocities are proportional to hydraulic
conductivity, which allows to map the conductivity PDF into the Eulerian velocity
PDF. The transition time is given by τa = `c/v. Thus, the joint PDF of transition
length and transition time is
ψa(ξ, τ) = pξ(ξ)ψa(τ), ψa(τ) =
`c
τ2
pv(`c/τ). (12)
It decouples because the constant transition length |ξ| = `c is constant. The PDF
pξ(ξ) of space increments has mean 〈ξ〉 = `ce1. In the following, we consider pξ(ξ)
with a mean that is aligned with the 1–direction of the coordinate system, and
isotropic variance such that the first and second moments are given by
〈ξi〉 = δi1`c, 〈ξiξj〉 = `2cδi1δj1 + δijσ2. (13)
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2.2 Heterogeneous Advection and Trapping
The MRMT approach considers solute transport under mass transfer between a
single mobile zone and a suite of immobile zones. It has been used in the literature
to model solute retardation due to slow advection (Willmann et al., 2008), diffu-
sive mass exchange between mobile and immobile regions (fracture-matrix mass
exchange, for example) (Maloszewski and Zuber, 1985), as well as linear kinetic
adsorption reactions (Villermaux, 1987; Roth and Jury, 1993), see also Haggerty
and Gorelick (1995) and Carrera et al. (1998). The linear mass transfer processes
quantified by the MRMT model are typically formulated within a Eulerian frame-
work as a non-local advection-dispersion equation, or equivalently by a system of
two coupled equations, an advection-dispersion equation for the mobile regions
and first-order rate equations, or a diffusion equation for immobile mass trans-
fer (Carrera et al., 1998). Alternative Lagrangian formulations include the works
by Michalak and Kitanidis (2000) and Salamon et al. (2006).
Here, we model linear mass transfer processes within the CTRW framework
(Margolin et al., 2003; Benson and Meerschaert, 2009; Dentz et al., 2012, 2015;
Gjetvaij et al., 2015). Mass transfer is represented by particle trapping events,
which occur at constant rate γ. This implies that the spatial distribution of traps or
immobile regions is uniform and that the number of trapping events increases with
the time a particle is exposed to the traps. The condition of spatial uniformity may
be relaxed if the distribution of traps can be characterized by a finite characteristic
length scale. For fractal spatial distributions this is different because of the lack
of a representative elementary volume. Here trapping is represented by a constant
rate process and thus the number nτa of trapping events during a mobile transition
of duration τa is Poisson distributed with mean 〈nτa〉 = γτa,
P (n, τa) =
(γτa)
n
n!
exp (−γτa) . (14)
Each trapping event is associated with a trapping time τf , which is distributed
according to pf (τ). Thus, for a given mobile time τa, the total trapping time during
a mobile step is thus given by
τf,t =
nτa∑
i=0
τf,i. (15)
It is a compound Poisson process whose density can be written in Laplace space
as (Margolin et al., 2003)
ψ∗f (λ|τa) = exp
(−{λ+ γ[1− p∗f (λ)]} τa) . (16)
Thus, the total transition time is given by
τ = τa + τf,t. (17)
Its density reads in Laplace space as
ψ∗(λ) = ψ∗a
(
λ+ γ[1− p∗f (λ)]
)
. (18)
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Note that the probability that the particle is trapped for a time longer than t is
given by
ϕ(t) =
∞∫
t
dt′pf (t
′). (19)
As we will see in the following, the latter is equal to the memory function of the
MRMT approach (Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995; Carrera et al., 1998). Equivalently,
the trapping time PDF is obtained for a given memory function as
pf (t) = −dϕ(t)
dt
. (20)
We divide now the total concentration into a mobile and an immobile concen-
tration,
c(x, t) = cm(x, t) + cim(x, t). (21)
The immobile and mobile concentrations are related as
cim(x, t) = γ
t∫
0
dt′ϕ(t− t′)cm(x, t′). (22)
The right hand side expresses the density of immobile particles by the probability
per time that mobile particles get trapped at a given time t′, γcm(r, t′), times the
probability that the residence time in the immobile region is larger than t − t′.
Thus, at asymptotically long times, the ratio of the time averaged immobile and
mobile concentrations is given by
lim
t→∞
cim(x, t)
cm(x, t)
= lim
λ→0
γλ−1[1− p∗f (λ)] = γ〈τf 〉 (23)
where 〈τf 〉 is the mean immobile time, if it exists, and the overline denotes the
time average c(x, t) = t−1
∫ t
0
dt′c(x, t′).
We can now express the Laplace transform of the total concentration c(x, t) in
terms of the mobile and immobile concentrations as
c∗m(x, λ) = [1 + γϕ
∗(λ)]c∗(x, λ). (24)
Using the latter in the Laplace transform of (7) and using (18) in the definition
of the memory kernel, we can write down the following governing equation for
c∗(x, λ),
λc∗m(x, λ) + γλϕ
∗(λ)c∗m(x, λ) = c(x, 0)
+
∫
dx′pξ(x
′)K∗a(λ[1 + γϕ∗(λ)])
[
c∗m(x− x′, λ)− c∗m(x, λ)
]
, (25)
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where the purely advective memory kernel K∗a(λ) is defined by (8) with ψ∗(λ)
replaced by ψ∗a(λ). Inverse Laplace transform of (25) gives
dcm(x, t)
dt
+
d
dt
γ
t∫
0
dt′ϕ(t− t′)cm(x, t′) =
∫
dx′pξ(x
′)×
t∫
0
dt′
t−t′∫
0
dτKa(τ)ψf (t− t′ − τ |τ)
[
cm(x− x′, t′)− cm(x, t′)
]
. (26)
The right side can be read as follows. The flux towards x is given by the probability
that particles make a transition from x′ to x times the probability that during
the time interval (t − t′) there is a mobile episode of duration τ and a trapping
episode of duration t− t′ − τ .
2.2.1 Homogeneous Mobile Zone
Constant advection in a homogeneous mobile zone is characterized in the CTRW
framework by the exponential transition time
ψ0(t) =
exp(−t/τ0)
τ0
. (27)
This implies that the memory kernel (8) reduces to a Dirac delta
Ka(t) = δ(t)
τ0
(28)
where τ0 is the characteristic mobile transition time. Using this kernel in (26), we
obtain directly
dcm(x, t)
dt
+
d
dt
t∫
0
dt′ϕ(t− t′)cm(x, t′) =
∫
dx′pξ(x
′)
[
cm(x− x′, t)− cm(x, t)
]
, (29)
because ψf (t− t′|0) = δ(t− t′). In order to obtain the advective-dispersive MRMT
formulation, we specify the mean and mean squared displacement as 〈ξi〉 = vτ0δi1
and 〈ξiξj〉 = v2τ20 δi1δj1 + 2Dτ0δij , respectively, where v is the transport velocity
and D is the dispersion coefficient. In the limit of τ0 → 0, the displacement dis-
tribution is sharply peaked about 0 such that we can expand cm(x− x′, t) into a
Taylor series for small |x′|. Thus, we obtain from (29)
∂cm(x, t)
∂t
+
∂
∂t
γ
t∫
0
dt′ϕ(t− t′)cm(x, t′) = −
(
v
∂
∂x1
−D∇2
)
cm(x, t). (30)
Note terms of order higher than second in the Taylor expansion disappear in the
limit τ0 → 0. The MRMT model described (30) has been frequently used in the
literature (Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995; Carrera et al., 1998; Haggerty et al., 2000)
to quantify transport under mass transfer between mobile and immobile regions.
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2.2.2 Trapping Time Distributions
The memory function ϕ(t) encodes the mass transfer between mobile and immobile
zones (Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995; Harvey and Gorelick, 1995; Carrera et al.,
1998; Dentz and Berkowitz, 2003; Dentz et al., 2011). For linear first-order mass
exchange it reflects the distribution of transfer rates between mobile and immobile
regions (Haggerty and Gorelick, 1995). For diffusive mass transfer it is related to
the PDF of particle return times to the immobile zone boundaries (Gouze et al.,
2008b). Thus it is determined by the geometries and the characteristic diffusion
scales of the immobile regions. The formulation of MRMT in terms of the CTRW
framework sheds some new light on the meaning of the memory function and its
relation to the residence time PDF pf (τ). As outlined above, the memory function
ϕ(t) as defined in (19), is in fact the probability that a particle is trapped longer
than a time t. The memory function here has the property ϕ(0) = 1. Note that
ϕ(t) is often defined differently, namely such that its integral is normalized to 1.
Thus, in terms of the trapping time PDF, an alternative ϕa(t) reads in terms of
pf (τ) as
ϕa(t) =
1
〈τf 〉
∞∫
t
dτpf (τ), (31)
which requires the existence of the mean residence time 〈τf 〉 <∞.
For first-order mass transfer, the memory function is given by the exponential
ϕ(t) = exp(−αt), (32)
with α the release rate, and equivalently α−1 the characteristic trapping time. The
corresponding trapping time PDF is given by
pf (t) = α exp(−αt). (33)
For diffusive trapping in slab-shaped semi-infinite immobile regions, the trap-
ping time distribution is equivalent to the distribution of return times to the origin
for a pulse input at the boundary. It is known that the return time PDF is not
well-defined in continuous space (Weiss, 1994) but needs to be determined on a
lattice, which here has the characteristic length `g. In this case, the return time
PDF, or equivalently the trapping time PDF is given by the inverse Gaussian
pf (t) =
exp
(− τg4t )
t
√
4t/τg
(34)
where τg is a characteristic trapping time. It estimates the time that particles
need to travel a distance `g by diffusion. Note that the trapping time PDF pf (t)
decays for t  τg as t−3/2. The PDF (34) is also termed Le´vy distribution. The
corresponding memory function is given by
ϕ(t) = 1− Γ
(
1
2
τg
4t
)
√
pi
, (35)
with Γ (β, t) the incomplete Gamma function (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972). It
behaves as t−1/2 for t τg.
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For diffusive trapping in slab-shaped immobile regions of finite size, on the
other hand, the memory function can be written in Laplace space as (Harvey and
Gorelick, 1995; Carrera et al., 1998)
ϕ∗a(λ) =
1√
λτD
tanh(
√
λτD), (36)
where τD is the characteristic diffusion scale. It is normalized to 1 and has an
integrable singularity at t = 0. It behaves as ϕ(t) ∝ t−1/2 for t τD. This means,
however, that 〈τf 〉 = ϕa(0)−1 cannot be defined in terms of this memory function,
for the reasons outlined above. Nevertheless, from the behavior of the memory
function at times t  τD, we deduce that the PDF of trapping times behaves as
pf (t) ∝ t−3/2, as in the case of the semi-infinite medium. For t τD, pf (t) is cut-
off exponentially in the same way as the memory function ϕa(t). In the following,
our focus is on the pre-asymptotic behavior when the immobile zone has not yet
equilibrated with the mobile zone, this means at times t  τD. Thus, we will
employ the trapping time PDF (34). It has been shown in Gouze et al. (2008b)
that the memory function ϕ(t) may display behaviors that are different from the
characteristic t−1/2 if the immobile regions are heterogeneous. Thus, in order to
account for diffusive trapping in heterogeneous immobile regions, we employ the
more general Le´vy stable distributions
p∗f (λ) = exp
[
−(τgλ)δ
]
, (37)
where 0 < δ < 1. It behaves for t  τg as p∗f (t) ∝ t−1−δ. Note that τg is
approximately the median time of the trapping time PDF. Note also that for
δ = 1/2 (37) is the Laplace transform of the inverse Gaussian (34).
3 Observables
In the following, we define the spatial distribution and moments of the concentra-
tion distribution as well as first passage time distributions and present expressions
for their quantification in the CTRW framework reported in the previous section.
3.1 Spatial Moments
The evolution of the spatial particle distribution is given by the generalized Master
equation (7). In Fourier-Laplace space, we obtain the compact expression (Scher
and Lax, 1973)
c˜∗(k, λ) =
1− ψ∗(λ)
λ[1− p˜ξ(k)ψ∗(λ)] , (38)
where we used that the PDF of transition length and time decouples into ψ(x, t) =
pξ(x)ψ(t).
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The Fourier transform is defined here by
c˜(k, t) =
∫
Rd
dx exp(ık · x)c(x, t), (39)
c(x, t) =
∫
Rd
dk
(2pi)d
exp(−ık · x)c˜(k, t). (40)
Fourier transformed quantities are marked by a tilde, the wave vector is denoted
by k; the imaginary unit is denoted by ı.
The first and second moments mj(t) and mij(t) of the particle density c(x, t)
can be expressed in Laplace space by using (38) as
m∗i (λ) = −ı ∂c˜
∗(k, λ)
∂ki
∣∣∣∣
k=0
, m∗ij(λ) = − ∂
2c˜∗(k, λ)
∂ki∂kj
∣∣∣∣
k=0
(41)
The center of mass of the particle distribution is measured by mi(t) while its
dispersion is quantified by the second centered moments
κij(t) = mij(t)−mi(t)mj(t). (42)
By inserting (38) into (41) and using (13) one obtains for m∗i (λ) (Dentz et al.,
2004)
m∗i (λ) = δi1
`ψ∗(λ)
λ[1− ψ∗(λ)] . (43)
For the second moments, one obtains analogously
m∗ii(λ) =
(δi1`
2 + σ2)ψ∗(λ)
λ[1− ψ∗(λ)] + λm
∗
i (λ)
2δi1. (44)
The off-diagonal components are zero by definition. These expressions form the
basis for the calculation of the evolution of the spatial moments in the following.
3.2 First Passage Time Distribution
The first passage times of solute particles at a plane located at x1 = xc is defined
here by
τ(xc) = tnc , nc = inf (n|x1,n ≥ xc) . (45)
We consider here pulse injections at x = 0 at the time t = 0. The generalization
to different injection conditions is immediate, since it simply requires the super-
position of the responses to pulses. The first passage time distribution (FPTD) is
defined by
f(t, xc) = 〈δ[t− τ(xc)]〉. (46)
Using (45), this expression can be expanded as
f(t, xc) =
∞∑
n=0
f0(n, xc)pn(t), (47)
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where f0(n, xc) = 〈δn,nc〉 is the distribution of the numbers of steps needed to
reach xc and pn(t) = 〈δ(t − tn)〉 is the distribution of times tn after n CTRW
steps. For large values of n, f0(n, xc) converges to an inverse Gaussian distribution
that is well-peaked about the mean value 〈nc〉 = dxc/`e, where the upper brackets
denote the ceiling function. Therefore, we approximate
f(t, xc) ≈ p〈nc〉(t). (48)
Thus, we can develop explicit expressions for f(t, xc) along the lines of Dentz et al.
(2015). In Laplace space p〈nc〉(t) can be written as
p∗〈nc〉(λ) = ψ
∗(λ)〈nc〉. (49)
We define now ψ∗(λ) = 1−∆ψ∗(λ) in order to write
p∗〈nc〉(λ) = exp
(〈nc〉 ln [1−∆ψ∗(λ)]) ≈ exp [−〈nc〉∆ψ∗(λ)] . (50)
This expression is the basis for the derivation of the asymptotic behaviors of the
FPTD under advective heterogeneity and solute trapping investigated in the fol-
lowing.
4 Transport Under Heterogeneous Advection and Trapping
Here we study transport under the combined action of heterogeneous advection
and solute trapping in the framework of the CTRW model described in Section 2.
We analyze the transport behavior for scenarios that correspond to different de-
grees of heterogeneity of the advective field and of the mass transfer processes.
Namely, we will first present the case in which the mobile transition times follow
an exponential distribution, which corresponds to a condition of weak advective
heterogeneity as discussed in Section 2.2.1, while the distribution of trapping times
is characterized by strong tailing characteristic for pre-asymptotic diffusive mass
transfer. Secondly, we will consider the case of heterogeneous advection character-
ized by a strong tailing in the PDF ψa(t) of the advective transition time PDF
together with a broad distribution of trapping times pf (t), for which we employ
the stable distributions (37).
Before proceeding to the analysis of the transport behaviors, we briefly discuss
the characteristic time scales of the trapping process. The first time scale is repre-
sented by the inverse of the trapping rate τγ = γ
−1. It has a double meaning. On
one hand, it represents the time at which, on average, particles undergo the first
trapping event. On the other hand, it is the average time particles spend in the mo-
bile phase. The second characteristic scale is given by the time at which the average
time spent mobile τγ is equal to the average time spent immobile. A characteristic
average trapping time after n trapping events is given by 〈τf (n)〉 ≈ τgn
1−δ
δ , see
Appendix A, while the average number of trapping events after time t is given by
〈nf,t〉 = γt. This means that the mean trapping time after time t is given by
〈τf (t)〉 ≈ τg(γt)
1−δ
δ . (51)
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Fig. 1 (Left) Center of mass position m1(t), (center) transverse variance κ22(t), and (right)
longitudinal variance κ11(t), for δ = 1/2, γ = 10−2τ−10 .
The mean trapping time increases as a power law of the overall travel time, which
is a characteristic of a fractal process (Bouchaud and Georges, 1990). By setting
τγ = 〈τf (τe)〉, we obtain for the time scale τe
τe = τγ (γτg)
δ
1−δ . (52)
In the following, we investigate the temporal evolution of the spatial moments
and the first-passage time distributions in the light of these characteristic time
trapping time scales.
4.1 Weak Advective Heterogeneity–Multirate Mass Transfer
The MRMT model has been extensively studied in the literature in terms of first
passage times and breakthrough curves. Here we analyze the spatial aspects of the
model in terms of the evolution of the spatial moments with respect to the char-
acteristic trapping times discussed previously. For completeness, we also discuss
the first passage time distributions in the light of the parameters of the trapping
model, specifically, the role of the trapping rate γ. The PDF pf (t) of trapping times
is given by the Le´vy distribution (34), while the distribution of advection times is
given by the exponential (27). The advection scale τ0 represents the time at which
particles have sampled full advective heterogeneity. Here we set τ0  τγ  τe.
Thus, we identify three time regimes, the pre-asymptotic time regime defined by
τ0  t τγ , the intermediate time regime τγ  t τe and the asymptotic time
regime t τe.
4.1.1 Spatial Moments
Figure 1 shows the behavior of the center of mass and the spatial variance of
the particle distribution in the longitudinal and transverse directions obtained
through numerical particle tracking simulations in d = 2 spatial dimensions. We
have studied the system under the condition of point-like injection at position
x = 0 at time t = 0. We observe that the mean in the longitudinal direction and
the variance in the transverse direction exhibit very similar behaviors. In contrast,
the behavior of the variance in the longitudinal direction is rather different as
discussed in the following.
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Fig. 2 (Top panel) Spatial particle density and (bottom panel) vertically integrated particle
density at t = 4× 102τ0 for δ = 1/2, γ = 10−2τ−10 .
Pre-asymptotic regime τ0  t  τe For times t > τ0, particles have sampled
the full advective heterogeneity and advection is homogeneous. Thus, the center
of mass and the spatial variances scale linearly with time. While this behavior
persists until the time scale τe for the center of mass and transverse dispersion, we
observe an additional intermediate regime for the spatial variance in flow direction.
Intermediate regime τγ  t τe Due to the separation of trapped and advected
particles, the solute distribution is elongated in flow direction, as illustrated in the
Figure 2. In fact, we observe a strong increase of the longitudinal plume extension
due to this chromatographic mechanism. This behavior sets on at the time τγ
when the first particles get trapped and lasts until τe, where the slope of κ11(t)
starts decreasing.
Asymptotic regime t  τe At times larger than τe, the time particles spend
trapped is in average larger than the time mobile, which leads to a slowing down of
particle motion. Trapping is the limiting process. As illustrated in Figure 1, m1(t)
and κ22(t) cross-over to their asymptotic subdiffusive behavior t
−1/2. The spatial
variance in the longitudinal direction κ11(t) ∝ t evolves linearly with time, which
may suggest normal diffusive behavior. However, we have here rather an equilib-
rium between trapping and chromatographic stretching due to the fact that here
the average time spent in the immobile zone given by (51) scales linearly with time.
This means that the ratio between time spent in the mobile region and immobile
traps is constant.
4.1.2 First Passage Time Distribution
Figure 3 shows first passage time distributions for three different values of the
trapping rate γ recorded at a control plane at xc = 20`c. These behaviors have
been well known in the literature. We observe a characteristic advective peak at
approximately τp = xc/v with v = 〈ξ〉/τ0. At the peak time, the average time spent
immobile is according to (51) 〈τf (tp)〉 ≈ τgγtc. This explains the observation of
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Fig. 3 First passage time distributions at xc = 20`c for δ = 1/2 for (red solid line) γ =
10−1τ−10 , (green dashed line) γ = 10
−2τ−1v and (blue dotted line) γ = 10−3τ−1v .
slight retardation of the peak behavior for larger trapping rate γ = 10−1 compared
to the smaller rates. At times larger than the peak time, the FPTD first decays
exponentially fast before it shows the characteristic t−3/2 tailing typical for matrix
diffusion, see also Appendix C. The tailing is exclusively caused by particle release
from the immobile traps. and it depends on the proportion of trapped versus
mobile particles during the peak arrival times, which is approximately γ, see (22).
Thus the onset of the power-law tail the FPTD is approximately γ times the peak
value of the FPTD as illustrated in Figure 3.
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Fig. 4 (Left) Center of mass position m1(t), (center) transverse variance κ22(t), and (right)
longitudinal variance κ11(t), for (top row) β = 3/2, δ = 1/2, γ = 10−3τ−1v , and (bottom
row) β = 5/4, δ = 1/4, γ = 10−4τ−1v . The vertical dashed lines denote (left to right) the
corresponding τγ and τe.
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4.2 Heterogeneous Advection
We study the combined impact of advective heterogeneity and solute trapping
on the spatial particle distribution and first passage times. Velocity PDFs in
highly heterogeneous porous media may be characterized by power-law behav-
iors at small velocities, while high velocities are rather unlikely (Berkowitz et al.,
2006; Le Borgne et al., 2007; Edery et al., 2014). In order to account for these
characteristics, we employ a Gamma distribution of transport velocities
ψv(v) =
(
v
v0
)β−1 exp(− vv0)
v0Γ (β)
. (53)
We limit the range of the exponent to 1 < β < 2 because advection is here the mo-
bile transport mechanism and thus faster than trapping in immobile zones, which
is characterized by the Le´vy stable distribution (37). The advective transition time
then is given by τa = `c/v. It is given by the inverse Gamma PDF
ψa(t) =
(
t
τv
)−1−β exp (− τvt )
τvΓ (β)
(54)
where the scale τv = `c/v0 marks the time after which particles start experiencing
the spectrum of advective heterogeneity. It corresponds to the characteristic ad-
vection time over one correlation length. In the following, we analyze the evolution
of the spatial moments and the behavior of the first passage times in the light of
the characteristic advection and trapping time scales.
4.2.1 Spatial Moments
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the center of mass as well as transverse and lon-
gitudinal spatial variances. We distinguish a preasymptotic regime set by τv and
τγ , a cross-over regime between τγ and τe and asymptotic regime for t  τe
characterized by distinct temporal behaviors for all observables.
Pre-asymptotic regime τv  t τγ In this time regime transport is dominated by
advective heterogeneity. Particles sample the velocity variability, but the average
number of trapping events is smaller than 1. Thus, m1(t) ∝ t and κ2(t) ∝ t evolve
linearly with time, while the longitudinal variance scales as κ11 ∝ t3−β (Dentz
et al., 2004), see also Appendix B.2.
Cross-over regime τγ  t  τe Particles start experiencing the first trapping
events. Thus, the center of mass position and transverse variance start deviating
from the linear behavior and cross-over to their asymptotic behavior. As in the
previous scenario, we observe a the strong increase of the longitudinal variance
κ11(t) due to the separation of mobile and immobile particles in flow direction. This
chromatographic plume elongation illustrated in the spatial particle distribution
shown in Figure 5. We observe for both plumes a characteristic drop shaped form,
while for β = 5/4 and δ = 1/4 we observe a double peak behavior. This is a
consequence of stronger particle trapping for decreasing δ.
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Asymptotic regime t  τe In this regime the average time that particles spend
in the immobile phase becomes larger than their average mobile times. Thus,
the trapping process governs the transport behavior. While the center of mass
position and transverse variance always show both subdiffusive growth as ∝ tδ,
the longitudinal variance scales as κ11 ∝ t2δ, see Appendix B.2. This means that for
δ = 1/4 the longitudinal variance scales as κ11 ∝ t1/2. The behavior is subdiffusive
in flow direction because of the strong trapping. The average trapping time (51)
increases here as 〈τf (t)〉 ≈ τg(γt)3, this means that the ratio of the total time
spent mobile versus the average trapping time decreases as γt/〈τf (t)〉 ∝ t−2. The
particles will eventually localize, which gives rise to the subdiffusive behavior. For
increasing δ this is different. As discussed previously for δ = 1/2, 〈τf (t)〉 ≈ τg(γt).
Thus, the ratio of total mobile time to average trapping time is constant, which
here implies a linear growth of the longitudinal variance. For increasing δ > 1/2,
the average immobile time decreases with increasing time. Thus κ11(t) evolves
superlinearly, again due to the increasing distance between mobile and trapped
particles.
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4.2.2 First Passage Time Distribution
Figure 6 shows first passage time distributions for two different values of β and
δ and varying trapping rates γ. The peak arrival time is related to the mode of
the Gamma velocity PDF, i.e., the most probable value of vm = v0/(β − 1) such
that τp ≈ xc/vm. We distinguish again two time regimes. The early time regime
is set by the peak time τp and characteristic time τγ for the first trapping event
to occur. For τp  τγ , the first passage time behavior in the regime τp  t τγ
is dominated by the advective heterogeneity. The FPTD here scale as f(t, xc) ∝
t−1−β (Berkowitz and Scher, 1997), see also Appendix C.2. For increasing time
particle start experiencing trapping event and the breakthrough curves crosses
over from the advective scaling toward the asymptotic scale f(t, xc) ∝ t−1−δ in
the asymptotic regime t τe.
5 Summary and Conclusions
We investigate the signatures of anomalous transport caused by heterogeneous ad-
vection and solute trapping. To this end we use a CTRW model that distinguishes
between the two disorder mechanisms. In this approach the particle displacement
is given by a characteristic velocity correlation scale. The transition time is com-
posed of the advection time over this characteristic length and the total time
particles spend trapped in immobile zones. The trapping process is modeled as a
compound Poisson process. This means that trapping events are assumed to occur
at a constant rate such that the number of trapping events during an advective
transition is Poisson distributed. The total trapping time per step then is given by
the sum of the trapping times over the number of trapping events. The distribu-
tion of trapping times can be related the derivative of the memory of the MRMT
approach, or directly derived as the distribution of return times to the boundaries
of the immobile region. We derive the integro-differential equation governing the
evolution of the total concentration as well as the mobile concentration for this
scenario of coupled heterogeneous advection and solute trapping. For weak het-
erogeneity we discuss the equivalence with the MRMT approach and study the
relation between the memory function of MRMT and the distribution of trapping
times. The CTRW model is formulated for d–spatial dimensions, our analysis of
the transport behaviors is for illustration in d = 2.
In order to identify the signatures of advective heterogeneity and solute trap-
ping on large scale transport, we study the temporal evolution of the center of
mass and dispersion of the particle distribution as well as the distributions of first
passage times for different disorder scenarios. As we focus on aspects of anoma-
lous transport, we consider stable distributions for the trapping times such that
pf (t) ∝ t−1−δ with 0 < δ < 1 and Gamma distributions of velocities which behave
at small velocities as pv(v) ∝ vβ−1 with 1 < β < 2. This gives rise to a distribution
of advective transition times ψa(t) ∝ t−1−β .
We identify two characteristic time scales related to the trapping process, which
set regimes of distinct transport behaviors. The first time scale is given by the
inverse trapping rate, τγ = γ
−1. It denotes the characteristic time after which
a particle is trapped for the first time, as well as the mean time the particle is
mobile. The second characteristic scale τe measures the time at which the particle
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has spend in average more time trapped than mobile. This means, for times larger
than τe the transport behavior is dominated by the particle traps rather than by
advection in the mobile zones. This time scale is given by τe = τγ(τgγ)
δ
1−δ with
τg the median trapping time.
For weak heterogeneity, transport is Gaussian both in terms of spatial and
temporal distributions for times smaller than τγ and larger than the characteristic
advection time scale. For times larger than τγ , the spatial distribution takes on
a clearly non-Gaussian elongated drop shape as a consequence of the separation
of mobile and trapped particles. This is reflected quantitatively in the evolution
of the longitudinal cumulant, which increases superlinearly until the begin of the
asymptotic time regime in which solute trapping starts dominating and slows
down the rapid particle separation. The center of mass position and transverse
cumulant are not effected by this chromatographic separation and evolve linearly
until trapping dominated from where on the behaviors become subdiffusive due
to strong particle retention. These behaviors are also reflected by the first passage
time distributions, characterized by an advective peak and a heavy tail due to
particle trapping.
For strong heterogeneity, which is characterized by a high probability of low
velocities, or long advective transition times, the behavior is qualitatively simi-
lar. Here we observe anomalous advection-dominated transport behavior for times
that are larger than the characteristic advection, which is the time after which
particle start sampling the advective heterogeneity. For times t > τγ we observe a
similar chromatographic elongation due to the separation of mobile and immobile
particles, which gives rise to a superlinear increase of the longitudinal cumulant.
The increase is less drastic than in the case of weak heterogeneity because parti-
cles have in average lower velocities, which weakens the chromatographic effect. In
fact, for decreasing δ, this means stronger trapping, a secondary peak in the tail
of the particle distribution forms because advection is efficient in the separation of
trapped and advected particles. For times larger than τe, trapping dominates and
the longitudinal dispersion behavior is the same as in the case of weak heterogene-
ity. Again advective particle separation is not affecting the evolution of the center
of mass position and transverse spreading. They both evolve linearly in time until
they cross over to their asymptotic behavior on the time scale τe, from which on
trapping dominates. The first passage time distributions are characterized by two
regimes which are set by the peak arrival time τp and the characteristic time τγ
from the first trapping event. If both scales are well separate, we observe advection
controlled taling behavior for t  τp and a cross-over to the trapping controlled
long time behavior for t τe.
In conclusion, we have identified and quantified characteristic behaviors of
spatial and temporal particle distributions as a response to advective heterogeneity
and solute trapping. These results shed some new light on the manifestations of
different heterogeneity mechanisms on large scale transport, which may aid in the
their identification from large scale data and for the quantification of the pertinent
heterogeneity parameters.
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A Trapping Time Scales
The mass exchange process exhibits two distinct time scales. The first one is given by the
inverse of the trapping rate τγ = γ−1. This time scale represents the time at which, on
average, particles undergo the first trapping event. Moreover, it is also the average time that
the particles spend in the mobile phase. For times larger than τγ , advection ceases to be the
only process that governs transport.
The second time scale represents the moment at which particles start spending on average
more time trapped than in the mobile phase. In order to determine this scale, we need to
compare the average time spent mobile, which is given by τγ to the the average time spent
immobile at a given time t. Note that the average trapping of the stable distribution (37) does
not exist. Thus, in order to determine the characteristic trapping time after n trapping event,
we first consider the mean number ν(tf ) ≡ 〈ntf 〉 of trapping times needed to arrive at a given
total trapping time tf,n =
∑n
i=1 τf,i, which is given by the renewal theorem as
ν(tf ) = 1 +
tf∫
0
dt′ν(tf − t′)pf (t′). (55)
This equation is solved for the Laplace transform of ν(tf ) as
ν∗(λ) =
1
λ
1
1− p∗f (λ)
. (56)
Using the stable distributions (37) for small λτg gives ν∗(λ) ≈ τg(λτg)−1−δ, from which we
obtain in time
ν(tf ) ≈
(
t
τg
)δ
. (57)
The latter gives us a relation between the total trapping time and number of trapping events.
We can use this relation to define a total mean trapping time as a function of step number
by setting ν(〈tf 〉) = n, which gives 〈tf (n)〉 = τgn1/δ. Thus an average trapping time after n
steps is simply 〈τf (n)〉 = 〈tf (n)〉/n, which gives
〈τf (n)〉 = τgn
1−δ
δ . (58)
Notice that the latter is not strictly an average trapping time because for the stable distribu-
tions (37) the mean does not exist. It is rather a characteristic trapping time after n trapping
events.
B Moments of the spatial distribution
B.1 Weak advective heterogeneity
In the following we will derive the expressions for the scaling of the moments and the variance of
particle displacements in both the longitudinal and transverse directions in the pre-asymptotic
and in the asymptotic time regimes. In particular, we will consider all the possible cases
corresponding to different choices of the distribution of trapping times. For the derivation of
the moments, we will make use of the inverse Gamma distribution for δ in (1, 2) and of stable
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distribution for δ in (0, 1). This choice has as a consequence the fact that the Laplace transform
of the distribution of immobile times in the asymptotic limit (λ→ 0) can be approximated for
λτg  1 as
p∗f (λ) ≈ 1− (λτg)δ. (59)
By inserting equation (59) into equation (18), we get the expression for the distribution of
transit times
ψ∗(λ) ≈ 1
1 + λτ0 + γτ0(λτg)δ
(60)
From equation (60) we identify the trapping time scale τe as follows. The second term in the
denominator dominates for λ γ(γτg)
δ
1−δ and analogously for times t τγ(γτg)
δ
δ−1 ≡ τe.
We first derive the scalings of the moments in the pre-asymptotic time regime. Under this
conditioned, the PDF of transition times can be expanded and approximated with
ψ∗(λ) ≈ 1− λτ0 . (61)
By inserting equation (61) into the equations for the first moment (43) and for the second
moment (44) in this time regime and by considering the leading term in λ, we obtain
m∗1(λ) ∝ λ−2, m∗11(λ) ∝ λ−3 + λ−2, m∗22(λ) ∝ λ−2. (62)
We recall that the first moment in the transverse direction is always null. By applying the
Tauberian theorems, we calculate the scaling in time from the expressions in the Laplace
domain of equation (62). Thus, we find
m1(t) ∝ t, m11(t) ∝ t2 + t, m22(t) ∝ t. (63)
These results are valid for δ ∈ (0, 2). The variance is computed using equation (42). Note
that the term proportional to t2 in equation (63) will cancel out with the square of the first
moment. Therefore, we get for the variance
κ11(t) ∝ t, κ22(t) ∝ t . (64)
The procedure here described will be adopted to calculate all the scalings of the first moment
and the variance in the following.
At long times, i.e. in the asymptotic time regime the PDF of transition times can be
approximated with
ψˆ(λ) ≈ 1− τ0γ(τgλ)δ . (65)
By substituting this expression into equations (43) and (44), we get the scalings of the moments
in the Laplace space. The mean value in the longitudinal direction behaves asymptotic as
m∗1(λ) ∝ λ−1−δ (66)
By making use of the Tauberian theorems, we derive the asymptotic behavior of the variance
in the temporal domain and we get
m1(t) ∝ tδ (67)
This procedure is repeated to calculate all the scalings of the moments. In the transverse
direction, as we have already pointed out before, the first moment in the transverse directions
is always null m2 = 0. For the spatial variances we obtain
κ11(t) ∝ t2δ, κ22(t) ∝ tδ. (68)
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B.2 Strong advective heterogeneity
We derive here the scalings of the moments for the case of strong advective heterogeneity. The
latter is mapped onto heavy-tailed distributions of the mobile transition times. In particular,
we will refer to inverse Gamma distributions for β in (1, 2). Therefore, the Laplace transform
of ψm at long times can be approximated with
ψm(λ) ≈ 1− α1λτv + α2(λτv)β . (69)
where α1 and α2 are constants. By inserting this expression into equation (18), we get the
Laplace transform of the PDF of the compound process
ψ∗(λ) ≈ 1− α1τv(λ+ γ[1− p∗f (λ)]) + α2(τvλ+ τvγ[1− p∗f (λ)])β . (70)
The Laplace transform of the distribution of trapping times at long times is approximated
by equation (59). By substituting the latter into equation (70) we get the distribution of total
transition times in the Laplace space
ψ∗(λ) ≈ 1− α1
[
λτv + γτv(λτg)
δ
]
+ α2
[
λτv + γτv(λτg)
δ
]β
. (71)
We now follow the same procedure described in appendix B.1 to derive the scaling of the
moments in the pre-asymptotic and asymptotic limit for different choices of the parameters β
and δ. In the pre-asymptotic limit, the mean value of particle displacements scales linearly
with time
m1(t) ∝ t (72)
in the longitudinal direction, while in the transverse directions the mean is zero m2(t) = 0.
For the mean squared displacement, we find
κ11(t) ∝ t3−β (73)
in the direction of advection, while in the transverse direction the variance scales linearly
κ22(t) ∝ t . (74)
Unlike the previous case, late behavior is strongly conditioned by the trapping properties of
the medium and, as a consequence, the scalings of the moments will in general depend on the
distribution of times that the particles spend in the immobile phase. In particular, the first
moment in the longitudinal direction scales as
m1(t) ∝ tδ , (75)
while in the transverse directions the mean value is always null m2(t) = 0.
The scaling of the mean squared displacement along the direction in which advection occurs
is given by
κ11(t) ∝ t2δ , (76)
while in the transverse direction we get
κ22(t) ∝ tδ . (77)
C First passage time distribution
Here we will derive the scaling of the FPTD in the asymptotic and pre-asymptotic regimes for
both weak and strong advective heterogeneity. The derivation will be performed for the same
scenarios discussed in the previous section.
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C.1 Weak advective heterogeneity
We will derive the expressions for the asymptotic regime. It has been previously shown that
the distribution of transition times is given by equation (60). For λτe  1, we obtain
ψ∗(λ) ≈ 1− γτ0(λτg)δ . (78)
Inserting the latter into (50) and using (48) gives for the Laplace transform of the FPTD
f∗(λ, xc) = exp[−〈nc〉γτ0(λτg)δ], (79)
which is again a stable distribution characterized by the exponent δ. This gives directly the
scaling f(t, xc) ∝ t−1−δ for t τe.
C.2 Strong advective heterogeneity
Inserting (71) in (50) gives for f∗(λ, xc)
f∗(λ, xc) ≈ exp
[
−〈nc〉
(
α1
[
λτv + γτv(λτg)
δ
]
+ α2
[
λτv + γτv(λτg)
δ
]β)]
. (80)
For λ γ, we approximate
f∗(λ, xc) ≈ exp
[
−〈nc〉α1γτv(λτg)δ
]
, (81)
which gives f(t, xc) ∝ t−1−δ for t τγ . For λ γ, we have
f∗(λ, xc) ≈ exp
(
−〈nc〉
[
α1λτv + α2(λτv)
β
])
, (82)
which gives the preasymptotic scaling f(t, xc) ∝ t−1−β for t τγ .
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